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Focus This Month

Multiple International Certification Approvals and Strict Quality Control-

JC Grand Corp.

by Nai Wen Chang, Fastener World

JC Grand was established in 1978 and
is a leading manufacturer and exporter of
industrial metal fasteners and hardware
components. For over 40 years, the
company has been serving customers
globally with an extensive line of high
quality screws, nuts, bolts, washers,
anchors, and customized hardware
products from wholly-owned factories in
Taiwan and China.

Quality Control and Accreditation
JC Grand is one of a few fastener
suppliers with an A2LA accredited ISO
17025 compliant quality inspection lab. All
of JC Grand factories are certified with
ISO 9001 and CE EN14592. In addition,
its Taiwan operation also has an IATF
16949 certification. The quality system
is fully integrated with JC Grand’s SAP R3 operations management
software, and includes provisions for part revision management control,
production lot traceability, process capability and control, and much
more.

Professional Services
JC Grand offers design, engineering and custom manufacturing
services to custom specifications. Many component specifications
do not fit neatly into a standard category, but JC Grand is staffed
with engineers who can offer design suggestions to solve real world
problems. The company is also experienced with coming up with
packaging solutions to meet customer needs.

Management Team and Staff
JC Grand’s management team includes native English speakers with
extensive experience working in, and with, Fortune 500 companies.
The general manager received his degrees in Mechanical Engineering
from Caltech and was a principal engineer at Boeing. The VP of
Operations worked for Hewlett Packard prior to joining JC Grand.
The entire staff, including those in sales, engineering, production,
and logistics, is trained in the goal of consistently meeting customer
expectations both in product quality and customer experience.

Optical Sorting
In addition to its extensive line of production equipment,
JC Grand factories are equipped with automated, high-speed
optical and roller sorting machines in both Taiwan and China.
The Taiwan operation also has an automatic warehouse
and semi-automatic packaging stations that allow for high
throughput and efficiency.

Summary
For these reasons, JC Grand has been one of the most
reliable manufacturers and suppliers in the fastener industry.
For more information, please visit www.jcgrand.com or contact
the company via e-mail at sales@jcgrand.com.

